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W IT H T H E A D V EN T of spring, the Lawrence com
munity is once again stirred by anti-war activity, some
thing too long absent from this campus. The long dull
winter was marked only by the establishment of a local
draft counseling service by several of Lawrence's more
dedicated activists. Hopefully, the peace inarch and fast
planned for this weekend will stimulate more Lawrentians
to shake loose winter’s apathy and return the war to im
mediate focus.

F O R W H IL E SOM E of us have apathetically waited
for the return of fair weather, distracted by the comic ab
surdities of Richard Nixon’s Sunday Billy Graham revival
festivals and national culture evenings, not to mention the
circus atmosphere of bis Supreme Court nominations, the
administration has been calculating spreading U.S. aggres
sion throughout Laos and Cambodia, engulfing all of south
east Asia in a grisly war generated and sustained by U.S.
presence. While we have sat calmly by, the Nixon ad
ministration has been playing political games in an at
tempt to retard the already snail-paced rate of U.S. troop
withdrawal, disguising an escalation of combat activity
under the shabby myth of Vietnamization and the deceitful
facade of falsified casualty figures.

U N LE SS W E R E V E R S E the reactionary policies fol
lowed by the Nixon administration in nearly every field of
national activity, we are in danger of losing even the small
gains made in the last decade. Despite opinions to the
contrary, Lawrentians too are following the lead of Richard
Nixon. Until a greater number of Lawrentians and con
cerned American across the country support and partici
pate in anti-war protests, forcing the Nixon administration
to abandon its policy of deaf and dumb disregard for all
criticism, we will all be casting our vote for Richard Nixon
and his policies and must assume a share of the responsi
bility for the tragic consequences which are bound to result.

A p p le t o n

M o r a t o r iu m

March, fast highlight
weekend war protest
by Georg« Wyeth
Local Moratorium organizers are projecting a possible
contingent of over 400 marchers for tomorrow’s anti-war
protest parade through downtown Appleton.
It is believed that the event will draw not only Law
rence students but also area high school students, local
citizens and possibly representa
tives from WSU-Oshkosh and S t
Norbenta College.
Highlighting the day of prate?*,
which will indude a rally after
the parade, an overnight sleep-an
in front of the Lawrence Memor
ial Chapel and a 24-hour fast from
Saturday to Sunday afternoon, the
parade will begin at 1:30 p.m. at
Erb Park. Transportation to the
park will leave the union at 12:30.
The march widl follow the same
route as November’s march, end
ing with an open-mike rally in
front of the chapel. Marchers are
advised to wear dark clothing.
Perhaps the most novel event of
the protest wiill be an overnight
fast, beginning at the tame of the
parade and ending with the 1:00
p.m. peace vigil at the chapel on
Sunday. Over 250 signers have
requested that their names be
removed from food lists for the

meaLs involved. The money saved
by the University ($1 per faster)
wiiffl go to the American Friends
Service Committee for a relief
program for Vietnamese refugees.
Earlier this week, Lawrence
students ksafletted in the Appleton
businss district. Choosing the tax
payer’s day of silent desperation,
April 15, for distribution, about
25 students passed out leaflets
with estimates of the cost of ths
war to Fox Valley citizens.
Diane Walker, organizer of the
Jeafletting, estimated that 2,000
leaflets were disseminated. She
reported reception as varied, with
perhaps 3 out of 10 passersby ap
pearing offended, and other’s re
actions ranging from apathy to
jubilation.
“Anyone who was downtown,”
she added, “ probably saw a copy
of the leaflet.”
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Lon B. Isaacson
I had a very interesting conversation recently with
Lawrence s Assistant Food Service Manager. An abstract
of it would read something like this: “The Conversation.”
Lon: (briskly) "W ould it be possible to open the small
dining rooms (Downer has several) so that those of us
who prefer to eait in quieter sur
which aJl-too-frequently pervades
roundings might use them?”
Administrator (evenly) “No. We student-administration dialogue at
Lawrence. Students are, at least
don’t open them until the main
dining room’s filled to capacity.”
L. (persistently): “Why not?”

A. (metallically): “That’s not
whet the ¡smalll dining rooms are
for. They’re for small group meet
ings.”
L. (unconvinced): “Of course,
but since no special groups are
using the rooms now, can’t they
be opened for general use?”
A. (a bit leas sure of herself,
but said with dignified stubborn
ness): “That's not what they’re
tor. TTiey’re for small group
meetings.”
L. (irritated by the sudden real
ization of how easily and effec
tively the “dissenter” can be
quashed with an “unwritten
rule"):
“Is there someplace
where thait rule is written or are
you just making It up? Who says
they’re only for small group
meetings? Is there some other
authority I can speak to?”
A. (“I ’111 get rid of this pest
now.” ): “Sure, you can speak to
the architect of the building, Mr.
Shattuck.”
I have chosen to redate this un
pleasant little exchange for a
number of reasons.
First, it accurately portrays
the very regrettable attitude of
uncompromising irration a 1 i t y

in my limited and perhaps uncharr teristic
experience,
treated
more like cogs in a great imper
sonal bureaucratic machine than
like vital and valued members of
a democratic community. They
are listened to, their complaints,
suggestions, and requests are
“considered,” and then, if it’s ex
pedient for the university, they
get what they want. If it’s not
expedient, they are dismissed
with a curt “go see Mr. Shattuck”
or some other variation on a
theme which is best put in three
words: “Get Inst, troublemaker.”

Second, and more importantly,
this conversation illustrates a
problem which all of us at Law
rence should recognize and take
immediate steps to solve. Sim
ply put, the problem, whether we
like it or not, is that life in this
small liberal arts college has be
come unnecessarily complicated
by a mass of trivial useless cus
toms and “ unwritten rules,”
like the one that says Downer’s
small dining rooms can only be
used for the special meetings of
special groups.
Many Lawrence administrators,
and all Lawrence bureaucrats,
will not admit the sad fact that

we have permitted these customs
and “unwritten rules” to obliter
ate some of our potential attri
butes. Take, for example, our
small student population. Here is
an aspect of Lawrence which ad
missions officers are forever glor
ifying and touting in their inter
views with prospective students.
Sure, our student population at
Lawrence is comparatively (and
comlortably) small. But what
are the real advantages of going
to a university with a small stu
dent population if it’s not small
enough to allow us to dispense
with many of the formal admin
istrative procedures — the cus
toms and “unwritten rules” —
that, usually associated with huge
diploma factories, make life so
routine, mechanical, unpleasant?
For example, if we’re so small,
and if administrators all know us
by name rather than by bursar
number (they do, don’t they?),
then why do we have to petition
in writing for most everything out
of the ordinary we want? People
who know each other talk things
over. And, to take a picayune
matter, why can’t fall registration
be done by m ail, thus sparing us
all the agony of a day wasted
standing in line? And, to take a
most important matter, why, if we
are a small community of individ
uals, can’t we live in housing units
which help us relate to each other
as individuals? Why can’t we live
in the type of small-group living
units that by their very construc
tion stimulate rewarding inter-per-

Die Riehe concert:
avant-garde reaches Appleton
Under the direction of Fredrich Cerha, the Austrian
chamber ensemble Die Reihe presented a program of con
temporary music for chamber orchestra Sunday night in
Harper Hall.
The concert opened with Kam-

merkonzert, composed in 1969 by
Hungarian-born composer Gyorgy Ligeti for Die Reihe. Though
Ligeti stresses the importance of
the tension between order and
disorder in this two-movement
work, little order was apparent
to the average listener. The in
struments played almost inde
pendently of one another (rhythm,
melody and traditional harmony
are of no importance), but sound
ing together produced an irregu
lar transparent texture contrast
ing in timbre, dynamic level and
range.
The second piece on the pro
gram, Multiple n , was compos
ed for Die Reihe in 1969 by Ro
man Haubenstock Ram ati. Mul
tiple II is for seven players —
three different unspecified string
instruments, two different un
specified stringed instruments,
two different unspecified wood
winds, and two different unspeci
fied brass instruments, thus al-

lowing seventy-two different pos
sible orchestras, and wide varia
bility of tone-colors.
Like the Ligeti, the piece is a
study in contrasting sounds. In
addition to conventional instru
ments played normally, Sunday
rights’ rendition of Multiple n
featured a French horn with
double reed mouthpiece, and a
garden hose-and-funnel arrange
ment With recorder mouthpiece.
At times the score calls far p a y 
ers to mutter, laugh or sing while
playing, for stringed instruments
to be beaten drum-like or pluck
ed furiously, for flutter-tongueing on flute or oboe.
The third work in the concert,

Catalogue des Objects Trouves,
composed also in 1969 for Die
Reihe by the group’s conductor,
Fredrich Cerha, was less radical.
Though largely dissonant and
rhythmically irregular, melodic
lire repeated and patterns of
sound were discernable in the

SOCIAL-ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES
Nationwide directories of positions. All relevant
fields. Accurate. Current. Inexpensive. Information
write: SO C IO C O M , Box 317, Harvard Square P.O.,
Cambridge, Mass. 02138

piece. The composer used norm
al chamber group instruments
and techniques with the addition
of a ftute.
The program ended with Ar
nold Schoenberg’s masterpiece,
Pierrot Luniare. Composed in
1912, it is an atonal setting for
small chamber ensemble and fe
male soloist of twenty-one poems
by A. Giraud about night and
moonlight. The soloist is instruc
ted to use a technique called
sprech - gesang (speech-song),
which is neither speech nor song
but somewhere between the two,
a balance difficult to achieve.
Pierrot Luna ire was performed
with great sensitivity and precis
ion by Die Reihe and soloist.
A short encore, Alban Berg’s

Chamber Orchestra Pieces from
1910, another atonal piece, con
cluded a fascinating concert.

sonal interaction? As members
of this “small student population”
why must we live in dormitories
so sterile and compartmentalized
—albeit economical—‘that it is a
wonder more of us, after four
years of Trever-type existence do
not become the hollow men T. S.
Eliot so vividly and sensitively
described? Like our rectangular
dull-white, cinder-block rooms,
it’s a wonder we escape thinking
of ourselves, experiencing our
selves as, in Eliot’s frightening
words:
“Shape without form, shade with
out colour,
Paralyzed force, gesture wilthout
motion.”
At this point you might well ask
yourselves: what’s this guy try
ing to say? In essence, I am con
demning Lawrence’s administra
tion for its tendency to become
an inflexible bureaucracy, for its
tendency to administer by the
maddeningly uncompromising ir
rationality of custom and “ unwrit
ten rules,” for its tendency to
make decisions according to fin
ancial exigency (e.g. dorm con
struction) and political expediency
rather than considering what is
best for the Student as an indi
vidual.
If Lawrence is to become the
“excellent” university that the
Povolny Report so meticulously
describes, it must be governed by
sensitive enlightened administra
tors, not rigid, callous, inflexible
bureaucrats. The time has come
that we do more than pay lip
service to our “small student pop
ulation, excellent facilities,” etc.
The time has come for adminis
trators at Lawrence to face is
sues squarely and rationally, to
strive to meet legitimate re
quests with just responses to ef
fect compromise whenever and
wherever compromise is possible
and in the best interests of the
student, not just possible and ex
pedient. In short, the time has
come for administrators to do all
they can with their considerable
power and authority to make Law
rence life all that it potentially
should be, and all that it theor
etically can be. And they might
begin by re-examining the “un
written rules” that keep Downer’s
small dining rooms closed to gen
eral use when they could be —
indeed, should be — open.

Art critic calls for
humanism in American art
Side by side on a plate are two hamburgers, each one
smothered in catsup, relish, onions, and mustard and en
cased in an enormous bun.
“This is one modem artist's representation of America
now,” said Paul Mocsanyi, noted art critic, in referring to a
slide of a sculptre done by Claes
Oldenburg. Mocsanyi, who is also
founder and director of the New
School of Art in New York, spoke
to a group of Lawrence students
on “ Humanism vs. Anti-Human
ism ” as part of the “Living Arts
Now” symposium being held on
campus this week.
The slide of hamburgers. Moc
sanyi explained, illustrates many
of modem American art’s most
dominant themes and character
istics. Basically, he feels that this
art suggests an “ anti-humanistic
element” in American lives. This
fact is reflected in an art which
is frequently cold and impersonal
if not totally lacking in emotion.

Consequently, numerous slides
he showed depicted either physi
cal, mechanical objects of emo
tionless people. One was of an
inverted coke bottle emerged in
a mass of clay, another of a
close-up view of a light switch,
and a third of a man and a wo
man seated on adjacent sides of
a dinner table, holding their bod
ies ir a rigid position and mak
ing no effort to communicate
with one another.
Mocsanyi suggested that such
art reflects “ a seeking for hu
m anism” , and he concluded that
“ it must be introduced into so
ciety by the younger generation.”

C u ltu r e

vs. A rt:

N o n -r e p r e s e n ta tiv e
“ If the world were clear, there
would be no need for art.” Rich
ard Gilman began his discussion
of drama with this quote from
Camus, and quickly moved into
an interesting, and somewhat
revolutionary (in
a theatrical
sense» elucidation of whait con
temporary drama can, is, and
i.hould be doing about making
reality more clear.
The occasion was the keynote
address of the “Living Arts Now”
symposium delivered yesterday
by Gilman, former art critic for
The New Republic and presently
professor of drama at the Yale
Drama school.
Substantially basing the impact
of his discussion upon the work
of Polish drama producer Jerzy
Grotowski, Gilman emphasized
his distinction between culture
and art, and the necessity for
drama to return to art if iit is to
succeed.
According to Grotowski, the
essential element in drama is the
confrontation between actor and
audience. Nothing else is requir
ed, and the elaborate attempts at
making drama into a spectacle
are actually destructive to the
purpose erf the theatre.
Culture, Gilm an said, is the
domestication of art. Most col
leges today teach culture, or art

d ra m a

made pliable and useful, and far
less interesting. “Theatre today is
usually civil hygiene,” Gilman
maintained, and Grotowski is
making one of the truly original
attempts at making the theatre
honest and artistic rather than
cultural.
Grotowski’s actors go through
years of training learning to totall merge their individual egos
in the dramtic whole. They must
simultaneously make a sacrificial
gift of themselves to the encoun
ter between actor and audience,
and yet never become interested
in audience reaction, which could
lead to a compromise of their dra
matic efforts.
The crucial thing, to Grotow
ski is that drama must not rep
resent something, must not be
about something, but must be that
thing. This can only be accom
plished through a totally original
dramatic statement.
Under normal circumstances
everyone lives on reported knowl
edge, and because of this most
actors merely represent reality
on stage through old, cliched ac
tions. Grotowski’s training is de
signed to free the actors from con
ventional representative acting,
until they reach a point where
they are capable of sacrificing
enough that they tn£y discover

themselves and can create a new
reality on stage through totally
original actions.
One of the theatre’s greatest
mistakes, Gilman said, has been
its attempt to somehow remain
abreast with cinema. Dramatists
should recognize the peculiarities
of the two art forms, and concen
trate on the essential aspect of
drama, actor-audience confronta
tion. Cinema is obviously illusion,
and for this reason can create a
new reality out of naturalistic ele
ments, but the theatre must be
careful to avoid mere representa
tion of reality, and concentrate on
the building of a new existence.
In political terms, Grotowski
does not believe that the theatre
can be directly revolutionary, but
it should effect a change in con
sciousness which can lead to rev
olution. This can be done, accord
ing to Gilman, through the elim
ination of themes which allegedly
tell us something about actuality
in drama. As in Grotowski’s be
liefs, drama can make this
change in people’s consciousness
through an encounter which is the
existence it is a study of.
Gilm an ended his discussion
with a paraphrase of Kierke
gaard. “Truth as not plausible,”
and drama should not represent
it as such.

N A N CY H A U SE R

On ‘The Apocalyptic Needle’
RICHARD GILMER

(editor’s note): The following- peom was written by
David Humes as an experiment in theatre reviews. It is
David’s reaction to the ‘‘New Troupe” production last
Tuesday.
a
fast m oving
spectacle
of
w it and baw diness
an
openness
of feeling
and mood
leather and the lyre
and incense
take us into
the w orld of
baw dy, lusty elves
at their
developed
game
of needle, needle
where’s
that
needle
m usic
of lyre
sm ell of incense and onion
bring us to
copulation
and
fig ht

through
fast m ovem ent
quick expression
over-flow ing excess
an

enjoyable
spectacle

of
elves
at their
g am es

N EW TROUPE

D A V ID H U M E S

Both men and women

F r o m th e E d it o r ia l B o a r d
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D E S P IT E T H E IN A C T IV IT Y of certain organiza
tions on campus specifically charged with maintaining a
stimulating and rewarding non-academic atmosphere at
Lawrence, the past twelve weeks have proven to be mark
edly superior to the rather dismal past.
A N E W M E M B E R OF T H E FACULTY, recently
stated that although Lawrence offered a classroom experi
ence unsurpassed by any university he has previously ob
served (including several nationally known and respected
schools), he would never consider having his children at
tend Lawrence because of the paucity of diversified, cul
turally broadening experiences beyond the purely academic.
IT IS P R O G R A M S such as the revolution and fine arts
symposiums, and the anti-war and pollution activities,
which extend the horizons of education at Lawrence and
begin to compensate for the homogeneity of students and
faculty (in spite of the desire of some faculty that all stu
dents conform to academia’s ideal of the intellectual scho
lar whose interests seldom wander from the library.)
IN T H E T R A D IT IO N of the revolution and women’s
liberation symposiums, therefore, the sponsors of this
week’s “The Living Arts Now’' should be congratulated
for their efforts to bring a varied and educational group of
artists and critics to this campus.
IN RET RO SPE C T one wonders what Special Projects
has done with their funds this year that Tuesday’s per
formance of the “New Troupe” cost $3.00, but this is a
minor complaint when measured with the excellence and
scope of the entire program. The greeks, LUCC. friends
of the college, and Committee on Public Occasions should
be generally pleased with the results of this planning.
IT IS TO BE H O P E D that the future will continue to
hold the interest of the present at Lawrence, with its arts,
peace moratoriums, revolutionaries, environmental teachins, and feminine mystiques.
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Letters to the Editor must be typed double-spaced, kept as short as possi
ble and submitted to the Lawrentian office no later than 7 p.m. Wednes
day evening. A ll letters thus submitted 'and neither libelous nor in bad
taste will receive publication. The Lawrentian reserves the right to make
stylistic changes and to excerpt m order to facilitate printing, without
changing editorial content. All letters must be signed but names may be
withheld from publication for sufficient cause.
To the Editor:
I don’t like kicking someone
when he’s down, but I don’t think
Mr. Candee should have the last
word on the plight of the Lawrenitian. I agree with Nick, something which doesn't happen often,
that The Lawrentian in its pres
ent form is less than adequate.
Lawrence certainly rates a 12pago weekly newspaper. How
ever, I think Nick has ignored
seme things which should be ob
vious to a journalist of such high
caliber and long experience.
When I first came to Lawrence
some three or four years ago
(one loses track of time here) I
had high hopes of working on the
staff of a college newspaper. The
fantasy did not last long. The
66-G7 Lawrentian was what Nick
so aptly describes as “ PR rag.”
A few were not content to merely
ignore The Lawrentian and pub
lished rival papers. The Mole
was short lived, and the Bourgeois
Pig was, after much harrassment
from authorities, flunked out of
school.
I must admit there have been
some changes in The Lawrentian
since my freshman year. The sub
scription rate has increased, more
pictures are used, and most amaz
ingly more is printed than news
releases from administrative of
fices. But, as ever, “someone is
crying to be heard,” as witnessed
by the resurrection of the infa
mous Bourgeois Pig.
Editorial policy is a personal

thing and I will speak no more of
it here. What I wish to comment
on is Nick Candee’s plea for more
funds. The Lawrentian does in
deed need more money if it is
to give the Lawrence community
more coverage. However, hand
outs are not needed, what is need
ed is a little “guts, drive, and de
termination” or a “ kick in the
whatsit” in the advertising de
partment of The Lawrentian. A
newspaper supports itself or dies.
I think few on the staff of The
Lawrentian realize that there is
more to a newspaper than writ
ing and reporting. Advertising
may be something nasty and com
mercial, but it is the lifeblood of
any newspaper. The Lawrentian
needs more advertising and with
its virtual monopoly at Lawrence
there is no reason to quit trying
and beg for handouts from the
school.
I have been on the staff of a
weekly newspaper for over ten
years and I know that selling ad
vertising is no fun. But I also
know that without advertising a
newspaper will cease to exist. I
challenge, and I am not alone,
the claim that The Lawrentian is
a newspaper—it certainly doesn’t
act like one. And although there
are some who deny the claim
that The Lawrentian belongs to
the administration. I would ask
them to whsm it does belong. It
certainly dees not belong to the
people.
FLIP ATTERBURY

improve grade points
Grade point averages for both
men and women improved slight
ly from first to second terms, as
Lawrertians buckled down over
the usual drab Appleton winter.
The number of students on pro
bation dropped drastically from
73 to 48.
Fraternities and sororities led
independent averages by a small
amount, but both groups increas
ed their grade points. Within the
greek groups, standings changed
somewhat; the Fijis once again
led the quad, while the Alpha
Chi’s moved from second to first.
The Phi Taus replaced the sag
ging Delts in second, and the
DG’s made the big move from
fifth to second in the sororities.
PROBATION STATISTICS
term 1 term 2
16
continued on pro
placed on pro
57
removed from pro . . 47

22
26

48

AVERAGES
trm. 1 trm. 2
1.751

1.869

1.869

1.960

Independent men ..
Independent women
Phi Gamma Delta
Phi Kappa Tau ..
Beta Theta Pi ...
Phi Delta Theta..
Del'ta Tau Delta .
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Alpha Chi Omega
Delta Gamma ___
Kappa Alpha Th. ..
Gamma Psi ........

2.056
1.795
1.820
1.493
1.917
1.585
1.213
1.978
2.089
2.102
2.190
Zeta Alpha Pi ___ 1.825

1.882
1.908
2.106
1.988
1.899
1.729
1.712
1.579
1.275
2.223
2.186
2.149
2.142
2.064
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to the Editor
To the Editor:
At the end of last term, numer
ous eggs were thrown at Sage
Halil. Again since the beginning
of this term more eggs have been
thrown at! the dorm. I had hoped
that the end of the term would
be (the end of the eggs but ap-parently immaturity does not end
so abruptly.
It is unfortunate
that there are people on this cam
pus who must express themselves
in such a way.
The residents of Sage should not
have to walk through doors cov
ered with the remains of half a
dozen broken eggs. Nor should

they have to tread across more
of the same on the front steps. The
girls on second floor should not
have to wake up to eggs in the
middie of their windows.
I hope that Sage Hall will no
longer be the target of those who
must express themselves in such
an immature manner. One hun
dred and fifty girls on this cam
pus should not be confronted
with an egg-strewn dorm as a
result of the whim of a few child
ish Lawrentians. It’s about time
you grow up.

KANDY TIGERMAN
President, Sage Hall

For the BEST BUYS in S C H O O L SU PP LIE S, ART
and D R A F T IN G M A T E R IA L S

SYLVESTER & NIELSEN, Ine.
213 E. College Ave.

Appleton, Wisconsin

News Briefs
L e w is

to

s p e a k

Professor John W. Lewis, Director of the Center for
Far East Asian Studies at Stanford University, and one
of the foremost Communist China specialists, will address
the Lawrence Community at 8 p.m. Tuesday, April 21, in
the Riverview Lounge.
Entitled ‘The Dynamics of Politics in Communist China,’
Lewis’ lecture is concerned with the contemporary politi
cal scene in that emerging Asian power. Lewis will also
he prepared to answer questions concerning U.S.-SovietChinese relations.
B ir th

c o n t r o l m e e tin g

F-A-S-T
film
processing
♦ U rge selection of Portable
Tape Recorders
♦ Kodacfarome and Kodacolor
Two Day Service!
♦ Black and White, brought in
by 9 am . ready same day.
♦ Largest selection of qual
ity cameras in the area.

Members of the Zero Population Growth - Fox Valley
Chapter will hold a meeting in the Terrace Room of the
union Monday, April 20 at 8 p.m.
O n e

a c ts

Two one act plays, The Anniversary by Chekhov (di
rected by Bleakly Coats) and Happy Journey by Wilder
(directed by Colin Etherington) will be presented Friday
and Saturday. April 24 and 25, at 7 :30 p.m. in the Exper
imental Theatre.
S v o b o d a

f ilm s

A free screening of two experimental films by Joseph
Svoboda, Czechoslovakian theatre designer, will l>e shown
tomorrow, April 18, at 11:15 a.m. at the Appleton Theatre.
E v e n in g

w ith

ideal photo
m

E. College Are.

S h a w

Lawrence’s Theatre and Drama and English depart
ments will present two one acts in the Experimental Thea
tre in An Evening with George Bernard Shaw Friday and
Saturday evenings at 7:30, May 1 and 2.
Gordon Baird. Carol Jergen, Barbara Blazier, and Tock
VVoodruff will enact O ’Flaherty, V.C. under the direction
of Mesrop Kesdekian.
A Few Words From The Author, based on Shaw’s let
ters to four women (three actresses and a nun) will be pre
sented by two professional actresses, Grace Chapman and
Paulme Flanagan.
r

TROPOS EDITOR
Petitions for the position of
editor for next year’s literary
anthology TROPOS are due by
midnight, Sunday, April 19 to
Lawrence Kupferntan in Tro
ver Hall. Candidates are ask
ed to estimate their qualifica
tions for the position.

B u ild e rs o r G r a v e d ig g e r s ?
Elisabeth Koffka
(Editor’s note: Mrs. Elisabeth
Koiffka, professor of history, wrote
the following response to the stu
dent attitudes expressed in last
week’s “ Lawrentian.” Tom War
rington, feature editor, could not
resist the opportunity for rebuttal,
and his article is also reproduced
below. Any further comments
from any reader which reach
the “ Lawrentian” office by next
Wednesday at 9 p.m. will be
printed next week.)
One of the assets of democracy
over tyranny is the recognition
of the rights of the minority. Even
if the minority should dwindle to
a piteous handful or just one sin
gle individual, this individual
is allowed to voice his disagree
ment with majority opinion, pro
cedures. Mast likely he or she
will be regarded as a hopeless
reactionary or downright fool,
sitilll, he or she may put in a No
though 99% shouts Yes.
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Sorry, but apart from the fact
that adolescents throughout the
ages, in spite of enjoying a m ini
mum of liberty, have produced
solid, often brilliant work, don’t
you exaggerate your handicaps?
Come on, you’ve won three quar
ters of the battle. Open dorms,
open beer, abolition of traditional
figure-grades in many courses and
their replacement by wishy-washy
S’s and Un’s, scrapping of the
advisor’s veto on your choices,
scrapping of requirements, push
ing forth the major to the end
of the freshman-year, reduction
of Lecturecourses in favor of
seminars, independent studies,
etc. — quite some gains!
Obviously you are not satis
fied, but why not? Whenever I
have asked a student what ex
actly he wanted, the gist of his
reply was less work, not more.
The grasp adapted to the reach,
preferably a little bellow the
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Well, after reading the various
student-a.itiicles in last week’s
Lawrentian. I rallied my ccurage
and decided to say No. My mo
tives: I spotted in the analyses
a lamentable discrepancy between
words and substance, bold, at
times sneering attacks on the sta
tus quo and a rather meager,
shallow offering of amends. With
the exception of Shawn Duffy’s
contribution, complacency, arro
gance or witty-wise condescen
sion prevailed. In vain I looked
for a certain awareness of the
complexity of the problems in
volved, a discriminate weighing
of m ajor and minor issues, a cer
tain gratitude for what has al
ready been done to meet students’
clamors for more rights, etc., a
spark of respect for the process
of learning. Apparently such ap
proaches are considered ‘irrele
vant.’
But not enough. The series con
tains a number of puzzling con
tradictions between goals. If for
example you aim at the recogni
tion of full equality of professors
and students, the simultaneous
craving for strong leadership does
not make much sense. For the
influence and authority of the
leader dissolves into a phantom,
when the led insist on being his
equals. You want to have your
cake and eat it, don’t you? This
have-and-eat-line runs through all
the articles.
Yet let me return to the dis
crepancy between words and sub
stance. The publication is a true
cataclysm of fashionable slogans.
‘Liberty,’ ‘identity,’ ‘creativity,*
‘resources,’ (‘unexploited resourc
es beg discovering’), ‘prevailing
mediocrity,’ naturally attributed
to ‘The general cultural compla
cency’ of trustees, alumni, tenur
ed faculty members, ‘the man
darins,’ their stupid resistance ‘to
modernizing’ the outdated set-up.
Odd, how many weaknesses you
find in others, and how few, if
any, in yourselves. Right and left
you spare your precious ego. If
the expected fruits are not forth
coming, it ’s ‘the mandarins’ fault,
not yours.

reach. No comprehemsives, no
hierarchical grading, no rigor
ous work-disciplines. ‘Unexploited
resources beg discovering,’ fine.
But it seems rather paradoxical
tliat by lowering the demands on
your own powers you expect those
throbbing resources to yield a rich
harvest. From the less never as
yet has sprouted a more, not
even when the modest commit
ment is blown up with great
catchwords! In my humble opin
ion the faculty’s compliance with
most of your demands has pre
cipitated a landslide from high to
low standards. And if it abolishes
the last poor remnants of con
straints — farewell to progress,
excellence. Mediocrity ‘has it,’
(with exceptions, but exceptions
only prove the rule.)
Moving on to your criticisms of
the courses offered in the cur
riculum, they also suffer from a
lack of specific ideas on how to
improve the status quo. By ‘mod
ernizing’ the program, as much
seems clear. ‘Modernizing’ means
of course adjust the traditional
offerings to ‘living’ actualities,
and as far as adjustment proves
difficult, tedious, and tortuous,
forget about tradition, focus on
the actual, ‘The Living Now,’
waves of the present and the fu
ture.
So far so good, or not so good.
Not so, because the ‘Now’ —
events, developments, command
ing the attention today — to
morrow often prove to be but
passing, ephemeral happenings,
and if not that, minor issues,
rather shallow all concerned. Be
sides, even those, and chiefly
those which don’t disappear but
last, generally are 'linked to tra
ditional forces; grow, either in
conflict or harmony with, out of
them. So that, who focuses on
the actual as an autonomous en
tity, is likely to miss half or more
of its nature.
The assumed
‘dead past’ is preserved in ‘the
living present,’ and who ignores
this truth will distort, flatten and
impoverish his understanding of
the deeper and broader layers of
actualities. You don’t w a^e one

CAMPUS BARBER SHOP
For appointment dial 9-1805
231 E. College Ave.
Appleton, Wis.

word on this complex interrela
tionship between past and pres
ent in your analyses. The cliche
‘modernize’ will do.
Your prejudices, I know, are in
grained, and consequently any
attempt to shake them stands
doomed. Nonetheless, iif you fan
cy your urge for ‘up-to-datedneiss’ is original, you are mistak
en. Also, if you believe in the
enduring importance of the latest
problems, developments, inter
ests. Robert Penn Warren in his
introduction to essays on Faulk
ner distinguishes between “The
Zeitgeist” (Spirit of the Times)
and “central issues” of the time.
The former at present would be
reflected in The Black Problem,
Vietnam, Living environmentalsituations, Living poetry, Living
Art Now’ (Now with a capital
N. Mark; not yesterday, 1969, but
1970!) The latter, ‘central is
sues,’ according to Warren are
buried in the past, recent and re
mote, its great struggles, in
sights, achievements and faJures,
values. Warren claims that a too
exclusive centering on contempor
ary drives, dissociated from their
‘dead’ background, may easily
imply a waste of man’s intellec
tual and emotional energies. And
he gives one striking concrete ex
ample of the waste. Qucte: “ In
the period of the late thirties and
early forties professors of Ameri
can literature and the new-fan
gled American studies were often
inclined to speak of Steinbeck’s
‘In Dubious Battle’ and Howard
Fast’s ‘Citizen Tom Paine’ in the
tones of hushed reverence once
reserved for the works of Soph
ocles, Faulkner received short
shrift. After the war, with the
hordes of returning G I’s, the pro
cess backfired. As one G I put it
to me: ‘I been robbed!’ He re
ported that in the good univer
sity where he had pemoctated be
fore the call of Arms, his class
in American literature had dedi
cated six weeks to ‘The Grapes
of Wrath’ and thirty minutes to
Faulkner’ — You’ll be shocked,
yet nothing easier than find
parallels to this ‘shocking’ dis
proportion of intrinsic merits in
our revised up-to-date catalogues.
But why did the G I feed rob
bed? This brings me to the interwovenness of past and present.
He had been in the war, experi
enced life, its complexities, trag
edies, and Steinbeck did not
help him to cut his
way
through the thicket.
Did not,
because he was just too con
temporary, and therefore su
perficial. Vice versa Faulkner’s
‘dead society,’ his themes, figures
and style, conjuring up all the
complexities of life, the formid
able difficulties of pinning them
down
to clear
unambiguous
meanings, responded to has re
cent experience. They were much
more real than the so-called real.
For many ‘mandarins’ the same
holds true, why some of us are
reluctant to give in to your ob
session with the modern and
nothing but modem. Would Win
ston Churchill have caught on to
the sinister uniqueness of Fas
cism, if he hadn’t studied his
tory? Hardly. And if a critic of
literature had not a fairly good
knowledge of '19th century ro
manticism, could be judge what
is romantic in contemporary radi
cal movements? Definitely not.
On April 7th was toe 200th anni
versary of Wordsworth's birth,
Wordsworth ranking as England’s
third greatest poet. No festival,
not even a modest celebration.
But on April 12th started the
great six days .symposium 'The
Living Arts Now.’ If my memory
does not deceive me, we’ve had
nothing but ‘Living Now’ sym
posia this year. Your generation,

so proud of its independence, con
ceited about its creative poten
tial, so ruthlessly insistent on its
rights and up-to-datedness, I sin
cerely hope it won’t go down in
history as ‘the lost generation,'
which has wasted its talents.
However, if you continue to
choose and act as you have main
ly during the past two years,
apart from doing your best to
impede
your
own
personal
growth, you will have a heavy
share in degrading the institu
tions of Higher Learning to
schools of jounalism. Individuals,
groups and institutions, turning
their back on the treasures of the
past, resemble cut flowers, not
■trees with their roots deep in the
soil. As a German 20th century
philosopher put it: ‘‘a nation who
forgets her dead is lost,” lost cul
turally.

Oh Yeah?
Tom Warrington

One good ego trip deserves an
other.
I am indeed sorry to disturb
Mrs. Koffka’s conception of her
self as a member of an enlight
ened minority, but it would seem
that her arguments are neither
enlightened nor, more unfortun
ately, shared by only a few per
sons.
One is asked to m aintain “re
spect for the process of learning,”
even though no definition of this
process is proffered. Beneath all
of the indignation and hurt feel
ings, It is this ‘‘process of learn
ing’’ that remains the fundamen
tal issue. I can not respect the
present configuration of studentfaculty relationships at Lawrence,
where the instructor poses as a
“teacher,” an unequivocal dispen
ser of pedantic paradigms, and
excellence is in fact rewarded
mediocrity, as dictated and mea
sured by suvservience to the au
thoritarian ethic. (So much for
invective.)
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To those who question the abil
ity of a student’s atrophied crea
tive potential (which has had the
creative shit kicked out of it for
at least twelve years of formal
education) to regenerate during
the college years, I can only an
swer that the cycle of authoritar
ianism must be stopped some
where lin order to realize the lib
eral ideal, and that initial failures
must be viewed as the inevitable
remnant of the
authoritarian
ethic.
Certainlly one must not deny the
importance of the past, but nei
ther should one live in id, over
emphasizing its importance and
denying the importance of the
present and future. “The new ed
ucation," proposed by I*ostnum
and Weingartner, “ . . . consists
of having students use the con
cepts mort appropriate to the
world in which we adl must live.
AM of these concepts constitute
the dynamics of the questingquestioming, meaning-making pro-
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One calls for change, for selfdetermination of the formal edu
cational experience, for equity be
tween students and faculty, and is
told of the paradox between the
desire for such circumstances and
the expectation of increased in
tellectual achievement. This has
the semblance of a cogent argu
ment until one realizes that just
as some students excell in a
tightly structured academic en
vironment, so do some students
benefit more from a relatively un
structured, individually-determin
ed program of study. This pro
cess of free intellectual develop
ment must be allowed, if not en
couraged at Lawrence. Henry M.
Wriston wrote, “The effort to
ward intellectual discipline . . .
is too frequently stimulated by
fear of poor grades, fear of faîure, . . . and a thousand other
fears, which defeat the very enter
prise in hand. A liberal education
can never be achieved on that
negative and defensive basis.”
This basis is supplied, in many
cases, by the existing academic
structure.

cess that can be called ‘learning
how to leam .’ This comprises a
posture of stability from which
to deal fruitfully with change.”
Unlike the prejudices of previ
ous generations, those of today’s
students are not altogether un
assailable, but, rather, are some
times responsive to arguments
other than diatribes. Perhaps the
most ailarming aspect of Mrs.
Koffka’s article is the pervasive
sense of condescension toward
“ adolescents,” a patronizing atti
tude which is representative of
the general inequities of the stu
dent - faculty .relationship, at
once the most prevalent and the

most

educationally

undesrabde

situation at Lawrence today.
Someone may, indeed, be lost,
bdt I doubt that that someone is
the Lawrence student body.

STUDENT GUIDES
Anyone interested in guiding
prospective student« during
term III should contact the
Admission Office at ext 232.
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Black-oriented college proposed
by ACM black students, faculty

LV M S

by Paula Saddler
At the last meeting of the ACM
Board of Trustees April 11-12 the
proposal to establish a black in.
statute in the ACM was referred
to the academic advisory commit
tee. Upon recommendation by the
academic advisory committee,
which is composed of five facul
ty members from ACM schools,
the board will vote upon the adop
tion of this proposal.
Five black delegates appeared
before the Board of Trustees to
explain the proposal. Also present
at Carleton were black student
and faculty representatives from
11 ACM schools who were there
to discuss the decision of the
board of trustees.
The black institute proposal was
first presented to the ACM by
black students and black faculty
at the Wingspread conference on
Minority Groups and Relevant
Human Education March 6-7. The
delegates at that conference vot
ed overwhelmingly to recommend
the adoption of this proposal by
the Board of Trustees.
Delegates from each college
were urged to return and present
the proposal to their campuses.
Accordingly the faculty received
information about the proposal
and was asked to informally indi
cate its response to the idea. Half
of tfhe approximately 50 responses
favored adoption of the idea by
the Lawrence faculty.

Conceptually, the black insti
tute is analagous to that of a de
partment of a university which
aims to supply some of the edu
cational skills necessary for the
identification of and formulation
of solutions to the problems of
undeveloped minority groups in
a technological western society.
Functionally the institute would
provide courses leading to a de
gree in the fields of urban stu
dies, urban teaching and other
programs to be determined and
would coordinate certain existing
ones, such as that of African stu
dies.
Courses now operative and run
by the individual ACM schools di
rectly would be shaped into an
academically progressive educa
tional program eliminating un
necessary and costly duplication
through the consolidation and ad
ministration of the black college.
Such courses would still be avail
able on individual campuses. A
tutorial system would also be
used by the black college to meet
the unique educational needs of
individual students.
The clearing house of the in
stitute and the college itself would
both be in Chicago. The clearing
house would not only administer
the programs ir. Chicago but ar
range for students to take advan
tage of courses located individual
ly on the ACM campuses. Person

nel of the institute would be lo
cated on member campuses for
teaching and administrative pur
poses and would constitute out
reach posts.
Admission to the institute is
open to all ACM students. Pres
ently non-ACM financial sources
are being sought.
The idea of the black college is
an outgrowth of the combined re
sources of black students who
participated in the ACM black
studies program tihis September
in Chicago, black professors, and
specifically Bobby Wright, an ed
ucational psychologist with the
Board of Education in Chicago
and consultant to the ACM Urban
Studies Program.
The proposal presents only the
structure of the college and not
the specific content involving ad
missions, distribution
require
ments, curricula and administra
tion. Black students are waiting
for a basic mandate from the
ACM before they develop the pro
posal fully.
Lawrence delegates to the
Wingspread con f e r e n c e were
Charles F. Lauter, dean of student
affaiis, Hugo Marlines, associate
professor of Spanish and Paula
Saddler. Black students present
at Carleton this weekend were
Willie Huggins, president of the
Association of African Americans
and Paula Saddler.

World Campus Afloat
is a college that does more
than broaden horizons.
It sails to them and beyond.
Again in the 1970-71 academic year, the
accredited World Campus Afloat program of
Chapman College and its associated Colleges
and Universities will take qualified students,
faculty and staff into the world laboratory.
Chapman College currently is accepting
applications for both the fall and spring semesters.
Preliminary applications also may be made for
all future semesters.
Fall semesters depart New York aboard the
s.s. Ryndam for port stops in the Mediterranean
and Latin America, ending in Los Angeles. Spring
semesters circle the world from Los Angeles, stop
ping in Asia and Africa and ending at New York.
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FILLING STATION FOR

Imported Beer
IN APPLETON

Heinekens
Guinness Stout
Lowenbrau-Dark Toohey’s
Red Eric
Carlsburg
Bass Ale
Andeker
and others
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April 22 teach-in to examine
local environmental problems
by Dave Simmons
“ Don’t sit and bitch. Sue!”
was the enjoinder of environmen
tal defender Victor Yanacone m
his address here this past fall.
Apparently owing to a lack of
legal expertise, Lawrentians have
not as yet followed this direc
tive. However, displaying characteristic faith in the power of
knowledge and the indirect meth
od, a few have decided to imple
ment the proposal of Senator
Gaylord Nelson, another of last
fall’s environmental symposium’s
speakers.
Wednesday, April 22, has thus
been chosen as the date to hold

KOEHNKE’S WOODS
CLEAN-UP
The Community Organization
on Koehnbe’s Woods will di
rect the second in a series of
Sunday afternoon “clean-ups”
this weekend. Volunteers for
this community service acti
vity are urged to meet at the
Union at 1:30 p.m. Sunday in
old clothes and with trans
portation (if possible). Addi
tional information may be ob
tained from Mrs. Boardman
at 739-6924.

%

PAH-LOW’S

For a catalog and other information, complete
and mail the coupon below.
Y ou’ll be able to talk to a W orld C am pus
A float representative and form er students:

Art student Leana Leach of Long Beach
sketches ruins of once-buried city during
World Campus Afloat visit to Pompeii.

We Want You To Join Our Church
As An

WORLD CAMPUS AFLOAT
Director of Student Selection Services
Chapman College. Orange. Calif. 92666

Doctor of Divinity
i
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Professor of geology William
Read will apprise his audience
of the extent of ground water
pollution in this area, white Mor
ton Schwartz, Lawrence’s out
spoken instructor of economics,
will analyze the economics of po
llution, especially by the paper
industry.
Thomas Frangos, administra
tor of the state’s Division of En
vironmental Protection and John
Wilson of the Wisconsin Ecologi
cal Society, will explain recently
issued pollution abatement or
ders and alternative solutions.

Most of the talks wiiil be no
longer than 35 minutes. So don’t
sit there, learn what the bitching
is about—while there is still some
air to bitch with.

And Have The Rank Of

Mr.

Last Nam«

Tom Jackson, a lawyer and
candidate for Wisconsin Attorney
General, will discuss existing
state and federal laws with re
spect to their potential for use
by an individual against pollut
ers.

Ordained Minister

Please send your catalog and any other facts I need to know.

SCHOOL INFORMATION

The teach-in will offer a mixed
bag of speakers, who will con
sider our environmental dilemma
from many aspects and biases.

David Carley, an entrepreneur,
will speak on the role of private
enterprise in the elimination of
pollution.
Luggage-Leather Goods -Gifts
Downtown Appleton

s.s. Ryndam is of Netherlands registry.

an environmental' teach-in at
Lawrence. The teach-in’s coor
dinator, Pete Becker, explained
the objectives of the scheduled
speeches and discussions as fol
lows: “We hope to gq beyond
general news media reports and
accounts to expose local prob
lems. In ail senses, emphasis will
be on this area’s probltems. Our
purpose is to create an aware
ness of these problems and to
suggest effective modes of re
sponse to them.”

Spring □

19_______

□ I would Ilka to talk to a representative of WORLD
CAMPUS AFLOAT
^
^

We are
non-structured faith, undenominational,
with no traditional doctrine or dogma Our fan
growing church is actively »eking new ministers
who believe what we believe. All men are ent:?!ed
to their own convictions. To seek truth their own
way whatever it may be. no questions asked As a
minister of the church, you may
t Start your own church and apply for ex
emption from property and other taxes
2 Perform marriages, baptism, funerals and
all other ministerial functions.
3 Enjoy reduced rates from some modes of
transportation some theaters, stores, nutels.
etc.
4 Seek draft exemption as one of our work
mg missionaries We will tell you how
Enclose a free w ill donation for the Minister's
credentials and license We also issue Doctor of
Divinity Degrees We are State Chartered and your
ordmation is recognued in all 50 states and most
foreign countries F R E E L IF E C H U RC M BOX 4039, H O LLYW O O D F L O R ID A 33023
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Trackmen flash
past Knox 95-50

Baseballers pound Redmen
hurlers for 11-10, 7-4 wins
The Lawrence baseball team
abruptly interrupted their winless
season in a big way Sunday with
a pair of victories over arch-rival
Ripon, 11-10 and 7-4. The doubleheader marked the conference
opener for both teams, as Law
rence took the conference lead
with a 2-0 record.
In the wild first game, Ripon
took a 2-0 lead in the first inning.
Lawrence came right back with
three in the top of the second,
two of them coming on a home
run by Dave Arakawa. With the
score 4-4 in the third, Ripon put
together three hits, four walks,
six Lawrence errors, and a hit
batsman for six runs, taking a
10-4 lead.
The visiting Vikings, however,
would not quit, adding four runs
in the top of the fourth and two
in the fifth to knot the game at
10-10. The big hit for Lawrence
was Roger Hildebrand’s two-run
single, the only hit of the inning.
In the seventh, with the game
still tied, Hildebrand led off and
was hit with a pitch. He prompt
ly stole second, and came all the
way around to score the winning
run on Charlie Seraphin’s sacri
fice bunt.
Lawrence was paced by the re
lief pitching of freshman Dan
Toycen, who took over for starter
Jon Tittle during the disastrous
third inning. Toycen pitched four
and one-third shutout innings,
giving up three hits while walk
ing three and stroking out two.
Lawrence hitters, held to three
hits in two games by St. Norbert
the preceeding weekend, pounced
on three Ripon pitchers for eight
hits, led by Hildebrand with 2-for4, and catcher Mark Cebulski
with 2-for-3. Hildebrand. Cebul
ski, and shortstop Dave Roths
child burned up the basepaths,
each stealing three bases.
The second game was Lawrence
all the way. The Vikes took ad
vantage of numerous Ripon er
rors to take a 2-0 lead in the sec
ond. A two-run single by Randy
Merza gave Lawrence a 4-1 lead
in the third.
Lawrence lengthened their lead
to 7-1 in the sixth with the help

of a run-scoring single by pitcher
Jeff Reister and heads-up baserunning by Arakawa and Roths
child, who stole two more bases
■to give him five swipes in the
twin-bill. Ripon retaliated by scor
ing three in their half of the sixth,
but never seriously threatened to
take the lead.
Reister pitched an excellent
game, going the distance while
giving up only one earned run,
striking out four, and walking
none. His nearly letter-perfect
control was a happy respite to
the first game, in which Law
rence pitchers walked ten Redmen.
Merza was the leading Law
rence hitter in the second game,
going 2-for-3, with two R B I’s. The
Vikes could muster only five hits
off Ripon pitcher Williams, but
numerous mistakes by the Ripon
defense made them stand up.
Hildebrand and Merza led Law
rence hittens for the two games,
each going 3-for-8. Merza drove
in 4 runs, pacing the Vikes.
The games were marked by
foul weather. The temperature
hovered around 40 throughout,
with a stiff breeze blowing in
from center field and a steady
drizzle coming down the entire
first game. The weather made
fielding very difficult, with an
above-average number of bobbles
and bad throws.
The two victories gave Law
rence a 2-7 record overall. The
Vikes traveled to Watertown Wed
nesday to play Maranatha Bap
tist, and wili play a twin-bill at
Lakeland on Saturday. Next Mon
day the Vikes will entertain Mount
St. Paul for two games, starting
at 12 noon.
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H E A D B A SE B A L L M E N T O R Bob Mueller counsels
one of ms athletes during’ last Sunday's season-opening
confrontation with arch-rival Ripon. The Vikes took the
conference lead by sweeping a doubleheader from the Redmen.
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1 0 : 0 5 to 10 3 0 p m

HONOR COUNCIL
Anyone interested in becom
ing a nominee for Honors
Council should submit a petit
ion to Charles Gallmeyer or
any one of the deans by Mon
day, April 20.
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Meeting Facilities for 10 to 350

Whiting Field was the scene
last Saturday as a powerful con
tingent otf Lawrence tracksters
overran the Siwashers of Knox
College 95-50 in the opening dual
meet of the season. Showing a
good balance between running
and field events the Vikes built
up the momentum early and went
on to take first place in 11
eventa.
The only double winner of the
day was Viking sophomore John
Stroemer whose clockings of
4:51.8 and 2:16 were good enough
to win the mile and the 880. Law
rence's three returning conference
champs showed good early sea
son form as Lance Alwin won the
shot put with an excellent toi* of
48-73,«; Mark Fnodeson captured
the triple jump with a distance of
42-7V4 and Larry Einspahr vault
ed 13 feet before narrowly miss
ing a new school record to win
his specialty.
In addition to first place fin
ishes by John Buzzard, Andy G il
bert, and Kent Vincent, the Blue
and White received a push from
the freshman class as Jim Tol
liver. Willie Davenport, and Steve
Swuts turned tin winning efforts
in the long jump, high hiaxUes
and 440.
Lawrence and Knox split the
relays as the Lawrence 440 re
lay was disqualified though turn
ing in a winning effort, the quar
tet of John Buzzard, Terry Murlowski, Steve Swets, and John
Stroemer captured the mile relay.
The team also showed its amaz
ing depth as Lawrence runners
accounted for two-thirds of the
remaining places. Fine perform
ances were also turned in by Bob
Baker in the mile and 880 and
Bill Gnuetzmacher (220). Others
placing included Dan Bice (m ile),
Dave Spear (high hurdles and in
termediates), Dennds Obriant (ja 
velin, Scott Langer <880), Ken
Zwolinski
(220), Bill Trauba
(discus), Jim Hart (3 mile) and
Doug G iber! (pole vault).
Coach Gene Davis was pleased
by the performance of hils squad
noting that: “We have more depth
than in past years. On the whole
there was a lot of improvement.
Larry (Einspahr) and Lance (AJwin) were in good form and
others we were not sure of came
through m spite of the wind and
the weather. We have a good
team and will continue to work
hard in order to be successful.”

N o c o m p s r e a d in g
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Faculty votes to retain
.. i c o m p r e h e n s i v e exams
b y B en M a n n

Friday, April 3, and Tuesday,
April 7, the faculty met and vo
ted on various recommendations
of the Report of the Select Com
mittee on Planning.

A M IL D P O W E R STRU G G LE at Monday’s LUCC ses
sion resulted in equalizing the vote between faculty and
student factions. After reducing each faculty vote from
two to one, the Council voted to add three new faculty
members, bringing to eleven each the number of student
and faculty representatives.

Student vote equalized
in LUCC amendment
A resolution concerning tomor
row’s Moratorium, a new com
mittee,
and
a
constitutional
amendment giving students and
faculty equal voting power were
the products of Monday’s LUCC
session in the Riverview Lounge.
A resolution signed by Law

rence University President Thom
as S. Smith and LUOC President
Bill Baer was passed unanimous
ly by the Council It authorizes
the Appleton Moratorium Com
mittee “to receive a rebate from
the Lawrence University Food
Service for those students par
ticipating in a 24 hour fast to be
held Saturday and Sunday, April
18 and 19.”
LUOC No. 22 created a new
standing committee “to determine
operating procedures and policy
for the Viking Room.”
The Viking Room is presently
controlled by the Union Commit
tee which proposed a separation,
so that it codld more directly con
cern itself with other activities in
the Union.
An amendment to the LUOC
Constitution was proposed by Gad
Toycen to give faculty represen
tatives one vote each rather than
the prescribed two votes each.
Peter A. Fratzell, assistant profes
sor of English, proposed an
amendment to that which, after
modification, provided for the ad
dition of three more faculty rep
resentatives.
,
During discussion, some repre
sentatives suggested adding more
students to cope with the work
load of LUOC. Others suggested
retaining the eight faculty mem
bers, but attotmg them only ltt
votes each.
'Walter North said that more
students and faculty should be
added to the committees if the
work load necessitated it.
“We may be setting a danger
ous precedent,” he said. ” 1 don’t
wish to see more faculty on
LUOC, nor do I wish to see mane
student representatives. I just
don’t want to see any more peo

ple on it.”
W illiam A. Chaney, professor of
history, said, “ I think one thing
we have to realize is that LUCC
is not Student Senate. This is uni
versity government.” He suggest
ed that the faculty retain an
equal, if not greater, vote in rela
tion to the student representatives.
LUOC Vice-President Harold
Jordan strongly resented the pro
posal for eleven faculty members
and ten students with the vice
presidency being counted as the
eleventh student position.

He said his office should be re
garded as that of a vice-president
and not associated with a student
bloc of any sort.
Various modifications and opin
ions were offered and discussed
until Miss Toycen called the ques
tion and asked, “What exactly are
we voting on?”
A mild struggle for power seem
ed to be the underlying theme
of the entire discussion This was
never explicitly discussed, how
ever, and many other reasons
were given for increasing or re
tailing certain ratios of member
ship.
The main amendment to give
the faculty representatives one
vote each and the amendment to
add three new faculty members
were then passed, unanimously.
Because of recent difficulties
with the faculty vote on the State
ment of Student Rights, Free
doms, and Responsibilities, the
Legislative Review Committee
was assigned the task of deter
mining procedures for faculty and
students in voting on referenda
and constitutional amendments.
Last week the faculty rejected
the student bill of rights in a sec
ret ballot 34-3, allegedly because
the faculty had not discussed the
matter diving one of its meetings.
Hi has been reported that a fac
tion of the faculty does not wish
to follow the dictates of the LUOC
Polling and Elections Oommittte
concerning its voting procedure
on LUOC matters.
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By a margin at 35-14, the fac
ulty voted to retain the compre
hensive or departmental examin
ations as a requirement for grad
uation.
In talking with Richard S.
Stowe, faculty secretary, this ac
tion constituted approval of reccommendation No. 31 of the Povolny Report.
According to Stowe, “The comprehensives are to be as much an
experience or a means of en
couraging the student ito pull to
gether his m ajor and other things
he has done” , the idea of “pull
ing together” having been the
dominant factor at the time that
departmentals were introduced.
Individual students, as well as
faculty members, have voiced
such opinion, Stowe said. They
feel that, since distribution re
quirements have been dropped,
“ it is particularly important to
have this measure of a student’s
achievement.” Stowe elaborated
to say that the faculty feels that
it is essential to exercise some
form of “quality control” .
Some faculty dissent was reg
istered, the main objections be
ing that departm ental are un
necessary and do not achieve
their purpose.

Along with passage of tMs
recommendation, the faciAy. also
approved recommendation No. 32,
which states, “The makeup of de
partmental examinations should
be left to the discretion of in
dividual departments.”
Stowe indicated that No. 32 and
No. 33 were actually incorpora
ted into one proposal with the
result that all departmentals will
be subject to the approval1of the
Committee on Instruction. “This
is recognition of the fact that
courses and disciplines are dif
ferent, and that the same kind of
procedure will not work in all de
partments,” Stowe said.
Behind this approval is faculty
consensus that, “if we are going
to have them, they have got to
have meaning. On this basis alone
they could be made a require
ment for graduation.” Subsequen
tly, Stowe indicated, they would
gradually deterioriate and not be
meaningful.
Thus, in the long run, though
student opinion may differ, “they

PARIS SEMINAR
Applications are now being
accepted for the Paris Semi
nar (French 20) to be offered
by the French department
during the spring term in 1971.
While intended primarily for
sophomore« and non-French
majors, the program Is not
limited to them. Pre-requisite
is completion of French 12 or
its equivalent; participating
students will receive 3 course
credits.
It is expected that enroll
ment next year will be limited
to 16. Application blanks are
now available at Mr. Cronmiller’s office, MH 421, and
must be returned to him no
later than noon on Monday,
April 27. French department
faculty have further informa
tion.

would be in the best interests of
the students.’
Recommendation No. 35, sug
gesting that departmentals should
be administered during the eighth
week of the spring term, was de
clared no longer in order, “in
light of previous actions taken.”
Recommendation No. 36 was pass
ed with minor wording changes.
At the April 7 meeting, the
faculty discussed ar.d voted on
proposals concerned with Satis
factory / Unsatisfactory courses
versus Pass /F a il courses, and
instituting pluses and minuses as
part of a student’s gradepoint
average.
Proposals No. 43, 44, 54 and 30,
which was tabled pending action
on No. 43, alii were passed with
little dissent and minor amend
ments allowing for replacement
of Pass/Fail courses with Sat
isfactory/Unsatisfactory ones. A
Satisfactory grade will be equiv
alent to a C— or above, and an
Unsatisfactory grade w ill be
equivalent to a D plus or below.
Also, as recommendation No.
43 states, “A grade of Satisfac
tory would grant the student
course credit toward graduation;
it would not be figured into his
cumulative gradepoint average.
An Unsatisfactory performance
would not confer credit; it would,
however^ be figured into the
cumulative average in the same
manner as an F in a graded
course would be.”

Other action taken at Tuesday’s
meeting was that of entering
pluses and minuses into a stu
dent's gradepoint average; A

STUDENT READINGS
Six Lawrenttans will read
their poetry and short stories
in the Rlverivew Lounge at
7:30 p.m. on the following
dates:
April 23 — Gary Pientka
April 29 — Rose Woodson
May C — Janies Vnko
May 13 — Baffle Bond
May 13 — Steve Jerrett
May 20 — Tony Vaughan

C-f will be a 1.333, a B— will
be 1.6667, and so forth.”
The only exceptions to this pat
tern are that, “an A+ reported
by an instructor wall be entered on
the student’s permanent record
but will count as an A with a
3.00”, ar.d the pluses and m i
nuses for the letter grade F will
not be permanently recorded or
computed differently than is in
current practice. The motion pass
ed 32 to 14.
President Smith announced that,
with this meeting, the series of
special evening meetings is con
cluded. One additional meeting,
to deal with items deferred or
referred to committees for furth
er study, will probably be sched
uled for an afternoon between the
regular April and May faculty
meetings.
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